They’re ACTION fungicides... packed with power to kill fungi and provide lasting protection. All three have earned top ratings in National Cooperative Turf Fungicide Trials.

VALUABLE BOOKLET — YOURS FREE!

Learn the facts about the most complete, economical turf disease control program yet developed... send for your free copy today.
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Mallinckrodt St., St. Louis 7, Mo. 72 Gold St., New York 8, N. Y.
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ities in making avid golfers out of spasmodic players and would do quite a little to make the club more useful to members; something that must be considered in these days of rising dues and operating costs.

Improving Sales

And as for pro sales it seems likely that when a fellow gets out for the spring training and sees promise of a better game he's going to be in the mood to buy new clubs. What pro hasn't looked at his members' clubs and thought that if he could just get some members to hit a few balls with clubs that fitted them much better than the clubs they now are using golf would be a different and more attractive game? In the spring training shelter a prospective customer could try out clubs without damaging them.

The professionals as promoters of golf and as men responsible for the fullest enjoyment and value of the game to their members will do well to study the possibilities of the spring training idea. Club officials who are seeking new ideas to increase the interest and value of the club also will find the suggestion worthy of consideration and action in time to give the members another attraction next spring.

This past winter there was much more winter golf play in the midwest than during any open winter previously. It was a plain indication of growing recognition of businessmen that golf is a great thing for offsetting the unhealthy confinement of winter. But even at that it's only the hardier ones who want to walk around the course in the bracing chill of winter. The spring training in a comfortable shelter would be much more to their liking and there they could be taught better golf under the most favorable conditions without the competition of the course and the rest of the foursome calling to get out and get going.

Western GA Conducts Caddie Forum

Western Golf Assn. will conduct a forum of caddie masters at Morrison Hotel, Chicago, April 20, at which matters of caddie recruiting, training, supervision, facilities, rewards, transportation and other subjects will be discussed. Clubs are urged by the WGA to send caddie masters. Full details from Western Golf Assn., 8 S. Dearborn, Chicago 3, Ill.
This month golfers everywhere will be saying "Take the flag, sonny" as the '53 season begins to get underway. And those golfers who are lucky enough to own a matched set of new Power-Bilts are in for a wonderful golf season. Offer golfing satisfaction to your members by introducing them to the new '53 Power-Bilts!

MORE POWER
New Power-Bilt Insert on woods provides a tougher, harder hitting surface to get more distance.

BETTER FEEL
Improved weight distribution achieves finest feel ever!

NEW BEAUTY
Beautiful, sparkling finishes on woods include cherry, light brown, brown, light mahogany and black. New highly polished two-tone finish on irons.

NEW DESIGN AND GREATER ACCURACY
This year's Power-Bilt irons feature a more compact blade with improved weight distribution, giving greater accuracy.

THREE FINE GRIPS
Chrome-ite Red Leather, Golf Pride and Golf Pride Rib-Lox.

LONGER LASTING
New Wedge Wing sole plate construction on woods combined with other basic improvements provides lasting durability.

flags away-U.S.A.

Remember too, that Power-Bilts are made by the makers of famous Louisville Slugger Bats.
The Wilson Harmonized Top Notch is backed by proof of top performance. The ball used exclusively by the winners of all 5 Major Championships in 1952 — professionals, like yourself, who know their golf equipment. It's the high compression ball for the BIG GAME that is every player's goal.
A sensation from the start, the Wilson JET with a slightly lower compression is Harmonized for the player who doesn’t play quite as often, but still wants maximum distance. The Harmonized JET is tailor-made for many of your players—patterned to save them strokes—with that extra feel!
OBITZ SHOP IS 
PRIZE WINNER

Golf shop of Harry Obitz, at Fred Waring's Shawnee Inn and CC, Shawnee-on-Delaware, Pa., received the "Izod of London" 1952 award for the best retail display and merchandising of sports items.

At left—is shown how Obitz displays slacks and sports jackets of the smart golf resort type which he carries in considerable numbers.

Below—Harry chats with a customer who has been tempted to select a club from attractive, readily accessible built-in club display racks that accommodate a variety of brands. Club stocks, displays and sales at Shawnee make a fine showing and tie in with tee and playing lessons and the Sunday afternoon free clinic and group instruction.

At top of opposite page—Harry looks over his inviting open display of women's sportswear—which moves fast in his shop. He finds that display of large stocks attracts customers and the chances are they'll find something they'll want—and a sale is made.

At bottom of opposite page—Dick Farley, one of the assistants on Obitz' staff of nine, looks over some of the stock which he and other assistants know thoroughly.
BElITIFY your course with this WHITE sand that contrasts so vividly with your greens. It's a quick, sure way to give your course a smart, new look that adds prestige. • Your members will compliment you on the wonderfully improved appearance... when you've filled all traps with our white rock silica sand. • Golfers also like the way this de luxe sand "stays put" in traps and doesn't blow out like ordinary sand. • For Drainage, Too! Some clubs are mixing our trap sand with loam for use as a drainage layer under the turf, to keep greens dry. • Send at once for more information. Clip the coupon and mail it today!

SHIPPING SERVICE FROM SEVEN PLANTS

COPYRIGHT 1952 PA. GLASS SAND CORP.

PENNSYLVANIA GLASS SAND CORP., Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Send Information

Club

to: Name........................................ Title........................................

Club........................................ Address........................................

Town........................................ Zone (......) State.........................
Los Angeles County Acts to Save Public Courses

By VERNE WICKHAM

(Based on an interview with Kenneth Hahn, Supervisor, Second District, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors)

WHEN in the short space of about 90 days three public golf courses in Southern California appeared to be doomed to subdivision, the golfers, local civic groups, and the general public became aroused and demanded action. The Los Angeles metropolitan area had already lost far too many golf courses. In 1930 there were 47 golf courses. Now there were 29, and three of those were announced for sale and subdivision.

It was into this picture that the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors stepped—five men strong. All five members of the Board are in dead earnest in the program of saving the golf courses.

In the organization of the County Board of Supervisors, each of the five members has the administration of various county departments under his personal supervision. Kenneth Hahn drew the Parks and Recreation Department, which operates the county golf courses, and is that department's official representative on the Board. He is the youngest man on the Board, being only 32, and ironically enough has never played a game of golf in his life. However, that hasn't dampened his enthusiasm for seeing that the golfers get a run for their money in Los Angeles County.

Hahn has spear-headed the drive to "save the golf courses" although it is practically impossible for him to have a golf course in his own district since it embraces highly developed and well built up areas in the residential district of Los Angeles. That's one reason he is so interested—to see that the entire metropolitan area of Los Angeles is not built up into a sea of stucco and black-top from the mountains to the ocean. He, like the other supervisors, is anxious to preserve golf courses and open spots as breathing spaces for the millions now resident in the area and the millions to come.

One Course Per 176,897 People

"In 1930 this area had but one golf course for every 46,862 persons. This was still under the desired nation-wide pattern of one golf course for every 20,000 people. Then in 1947 we had one golf course for every 123,118 people, and today, based on the 1952 Los Angeles County population, it is one golf course for every 176,897 people," Hahn explained.

Already gone from the Southern California golf scene are such famous golf courses as the California CC, Midwick CC, the El Caballero CC, St. Andrews public course, the Clover Field course in Santa Monica, Sunset Fields with its two public courses, Flintridge CC, and others.

"If Southern California is to retain its popularity as a tourist center, and be attractive to new residents as well as supplying the recreation needs of its present population, not only must all present golf courses be retained but new ones must be built," Hahn said.

On motion of Supervisor Hahn golf rates on all county-operated golf courses were recently raised by the Board of Supervisors and are expected to bring into the county golf fund an additional $75,000 to $100,000 in golf funds to be used for further expansion and to aid in the overall campaign to "save our golf courses."

Los Angeles County got into the golf business in 1935-36 when in cooperation with the Federal Government it built Arcadia County Park, an 185-acre park within the corporate limits of the city of Arcadia. The park contains in addition to a swimming pool, tennis courts, two bowling greens and other recreational facilities, the 18-hole Santa Anita course.

In 1947 the County took over 54 acres of the former Pasadena GC property in Altadena. With Supervisor Roger Jessup as its champion, the Altadena public golf course was built and opened to the public as a nine-hole golf course. It met instant acceptance from the golf-starved public and within a year after its opening it became self-sustaining.

Also about that time in 1947, over in
Supervisor Raymond V. Darby's district, the Alondra Park course was being developed on a different theory. In this case, private capital financed and built the golf course on public lands at a cost of well over $200,000 under a ground lease arrangement. At the end of the lease the golf course will revert to the County of Los Angeles.

Last year the steam shovels and the tractors of the huge Lakewood Park development were within a mashie shot of the beautiful Lakewood CC in the Lakewood development near Long Beach. Public sentiment was aroused and Supervisor Herbert Legg, in whose district Lakewood is located, stepped into the picture and after considerable negotiation a 25-year lease was arranged in which the county pays the bill and the public golf course has been saved. It is too early in the operation to tell what the future policy of operation will be, but at the present time it appears that the golf course will produce sufficient revenue from green fees alone to pay the rent, with maintenance and other expenses possibly being met by clubhouse and concession arrangements. This much is true: Lakewood—one of the West's finest golf facilities—has been saved for public use.

At the present time negotiations are advancing to save the Western Avenue Golf Course, a public golf course which is on the borderline between Supervisor Hahn's and Supervisor Darby's districts. In cooperation with Board Chairman, John Anson Ford, proceedings are under way which show promise of saving this golf course for public use on a condemnation and purchase plan.

Oil Revenues for Golf

The County is far-seeing in its program of golf development and is doing everything possible to keep these tourist attractions and recreational facilities in the picture. A recent action was to earmark oil revenues for golf purposes.

The resolution as presented by Supervisor Roger Jessup points out the fact that the County at the present time has a lease with an oil producing company on county-owned property at Wayside Honor Rancho at Castaic under which 23 wells are now producing oil with royalties for the first six months totaling $409,925. It is expected that these oil royalties will increase and produce in the neighborhood of $1,000,000 annually, earmarked for recreational purposes. The resolution becomes operative July 1, 1953 and says, in part "... that such monies are to be used for the purpose of purchasing golf courses and regional parks, improving parks, and other similar purposes and that a citizens committee of prominent people be appointed by the Board of Supervisors to make recommendations on how the money should be disbursed within the limits outlined above and that the Chief Administrative Officer be requested to further and implement this policy."

The members of the committee include: Larry Crosby, Darsie L. Darsie, O. E. Ferber, Louis J. Pfau, Jr., Paul W. Green, George Hjelte, A. T. Jergins, B. Paul Gruendyke, George Johnson, Donald Metz and Melvin Oster.

The Board of Supervisors feels that it should be in a position when subdivision faces recreational facilities to step in and negotiate with the land owner to the end that the facility will remain for public use. This takes money, and by the accumulation of oil revenue from wells on county property and by impounding golf revenue paid by the golfing public, they will be in a position to act promptly and quickly when the occasion arises.

The actions of the Board of Supervisors in purchasing and leasing golf courses to the end that they will be preserved for the public good has precedent in action by governmental agencies in England.

A recent example is the action of the Croydon Corporation (a similar agency to the Los Angeles county government) in buying Addington Palace Golf Club, the clubhouse of which was formerly the residence of the Archbishop of Canterbury. This action, along with others, has been for the preservation of open spaces or a "green belt" in tightly-knit urban developments so that these historic and famous golf courses will not be taken over by other types of residential or commercial development and lost for all time.

Another measure aimed at saving the present golf courses is the recent order instructing the Regional Planning Commission to study the possible zoning of golf courses as recreational areas in order to save them from future subdivision purposes.

Where there's a very small town club there usually is a quick market for traded-in clubs. A high percent of players at these courses are new to the game and there are others who'd like to play but don't want to spend much for new equipment.

—Leny Calderwood, St. Joseph (Mo.) CC